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Ugly Betty is an American comedy-drama television series developed by Silvio Horta, which was originally
broadcast on ABC between 2006 and 2010. It revolves around the character Betty Suarez who, despite her
lack of style, lands a job at a prestigious fashion magazine. The series is based on Fernando GaitÃ¡n's
Colombian telenovela Yo soy Betty, la fea, which has had many other international ...
Ugly Betty - Wikipedia
ABC renews Modern Family, A Million Little Things & more! Nominees, presenters, performers, the Official
Oscar Game & more! ABC is celebrating Valentine's Day 2019!
ABC TV Shows, Specials & Movies - ABC.com
Rachel Karen Green (Jennifer Aniston) is the spoiled but warm-hearted and likable daughter of a rich
vascular surgeon and his wife.Rachel is introduced into the series in the first episode after she leaves her
fiancÃ©, Barry, at the altar, and attempts to live independently without financial support from her parents.
List of Friends characters - Wikipedia
When an argument breaks out between Stephanie and Marie at Dayana's party, Nicole decides she's ready
to spill a secret that shocks everyone.
Latest TV Show News, Episode Recaps, Reality TV News - VH1
new series february 21 9/8c Game of Clones. Game of Clones is the most radical dating experiment to ever
hit television. In each episode, MTV stars will date seven clones of their celebrity crush ...
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